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After being forced to leave her beloved Chloe and timeline behind, time traveller Max Caulfield arrives
into a new reality to find not only an alternative Chloe, but also Rachel, now very much alive! Based on
the fan-adored, BAFTA-winning video game Life is Strange, Waves continues the adventures of Max in
one of the many alternate realities from the critically acclaimed game, and finds her struggling to fit into
an unfamiliar new reality. In this reality Rachel was never murdered and is actually dating Chloe! And
Max discovers a mysterious boy with a unique talent… Collects Life is Strange #5-8. “One of the best
comic books based on a video game, if not the best.” – Multiversity Comics “Phenomenal.” – Outright
Geekery “Striking, unique artwork and a strong script, this is a compelling take on friends and
relationships.” – Comic of the Day “Complex and compelling.” – Comicon.com

Unchosen
Max et Chloé se sont enfuie et ont laissé derrière elles Arcadia Bay et ses habitants après la catastrophe
qui a ravagé la ville. Ensemble, elles tentent de recommencer leur vie, de se faire de nouveaux amis.
Mais est-il réellement possible de tout laisser derrière soi ? Max a-t-elle fait le bon choix ?

Monogram Y Blank Book
There's a kidnapper stalking the streets in the city of Redemption. But sixteen-year-old Stori is afraid of
no one and could care less—that is, until her father joins the ranks of the missing. Emboldened by her
unconditional love for her father, Stori will stop at nothing until she finds him. And she knows the clock
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is ticking, as that relentless social worker keeps threatening to place her in foster care. As she hunts
down her father through a terrain of mobsters, crooked city officials and women of the night, she faces
life threatening danger and heartbreaking disappointment, but still she persists. Then she meets a
mysterious woman who just might have the clues that could lead her in the right direction. Aided by her
new friend, Stori continues searching.Just when she thinks she might have found him Stori's drawn to
the heart of a shocking secret about her city, her father and herself that will change the course of her
quest and her life forever.

Celestria
Chloe introduced Rachel to their new mode of transport, and home when they’re touring – Gladys.
Tristan showed Max a newspaper that revealed Max had arrived in this timeline the day that Tristan got
his powers. He offered the photo could be a way for her to jump back and rewind all that had happened,
but Max refused to sacrifice him. Meanwhile, Tristan’s attempt to phase from one string of time to the
next led to a vision of another Chloe, from another reality. Is this the Chloe that Max is trying to return
to? As swiftly as the vision appeared, she vanished…

Life is Strange Volume 2: Waves
Trapped in a reality that is not her own, Max Caulfield needs to find a way to return to her original
timeline! Max must follow her connection with Chloe across infinite realities, and from one coast to
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another, as she embarks on the road trip of multiple lifetimes! When her temporal abilities threatened to
tear reality apart after the events of the BAFTA-winning videogame Life is Strange, Max was forced to
leave her Chloe behind and jump to a new timeline: where Rachel was alive and Chloe had left Arcadia
Bay. Afraid to lose her powers, Max hid her secret for two years until she met Tristan, a boy with the
power to ‘phase’ in and out of reality. The pair teamed up to return Max to her timeline, but while
Tristan succeeded, stranding himself with the original Chloe, Max was left behind, unable to cross over.
“Perfect even for comic readers who have never played the game… 10/10.” – Bleeding Cool “Life is
Strange continues to be a fantastic book for fans of the game. The entire creative team give it their all as
usual.” – Adventures in Poor Taste “A must for anyone who experienced the original Life is Strange
story.” – Flickering Myth “Simply beautiful… delivers the final hook to ensure you’ll come back for
more.” – The Xbox Hub

Low-life Deeps
The Diary of a Nobody is an English comic novel that records the daily events in the lives of a London
clerk, Charles Pooter, his wife Carrie, his son Lupin, and numerous friends and acquaintances over a
period of 15 months.

Life is Strange #4
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
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font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px} After Max’s collapse she woke up to find herself next to
Chloe, in Chloe’s old bedroom. Max is still having strange visions of people and places where the storm
never hit – are these glimpses into other realities? Is she jumping through time without realising it?
When they visit the remains of Blackwell Academy, Max bumps into Warren, who is also there for the
memorial, but Chloe can’t see him and Max is torn between realities. Warren has realised that Max is
slipping between the strings of different realities, she feels she’s becoming unteathered in tie and space
and whatever is happening to her is hurting more and more.

Word Queen
Reproduction of the original: The Breath of Life by John Burroughs

Monogram 1 Blank Book
Monogram P Blank Book
Experience an astounding new story in the world of the BAFTA-winning, critically-acclaimed
videogame Life is Strange, as Max and Chloe return to Arcadia Bay to face an impossible decision –
with truly epic consequences. Following on from one possible ending of the much-loved game, this allnew story, Life is Strange: Dust, finds aspiring photographer Max Caulfield and best friend Chloe Price
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struggling to build a new life, one year after the shocking events of the storm that swept through Arcadia
Bay. When Max seemingly starts travelling in time without her knowledge or control, she and Chloe
must return to where their journey began – to uncover the truth, set things right, and confront the ghosts
of the past. Collects Life is Strange #1-4. “A must for anyone who experienced the original Life is
Strange story.” – Flickering Myth “Claudia Leonardi perfectly captures the tone of the original series.”
– Gamespew “Emma Vieceli does an excellent job capturing the personality of Chloe and Max. A
worthy sequel!” – ComicBook.com “It’s awesome to return to the adventures of Max and Chloe!” –
n3rdabl3

Life Is Strange #11
The Life And Strange Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner
The long-awaited magnum opus from Haruki Murakami, in which this revered and bestselling author
gives us his hypnotically addictive, mind-bending ode to George Orwell's 1984. The year is 1984.
Aomame is riding in a taxi on the expressway, in a hurry to carry out an assignment. Her work is not the
kind that can be discussed in public. When they get tied up in traffic, the taxi driver suggests a bizarre
'proposal' to her. Having no other choice she agrees, but as a result of her actions she starts to feel as
though she is gradually becoming detached from the real world. She has been on a top secret mission,
and her next job leads her to encounter the superhuman founder of a religious cult. Meanwhile, Tengo is
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leading a nondescript life but wishes to become a writer. He inadvertently becomes involved in a strange
disturbance that develops over a literary prize. While Aomame and Tengo impact on each other in
various ways, at times by accident and at times intentionally, they come closer and closer to meeting.
Eventually the two of them notice that they are indispensable to each other. Is it possible for them to
ever meet in the real world?

The Whole Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York,
Mariner
Secret Lives
Featuring 25 geometric intricate line drawings of diverse patterns, this collection is for everyone who
loves to color. These designs provide endless opportunity for experimentation with color and technique.
The imaginative patterns and borders give each design a polished appearance. Specially designed for
experienced colorists, coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment.
You will get hours of enjoyment and stress relief as you enhance the designs with colored pencils,
markers, and other art media. Considered beneficial to all ages, coloring has been proven to generate
wellness and quietness, as well as to stimulate the brain areas related to the senses and creativity. We
present this book as one of several coloring books. These artistic drawings offer complexity to engage
the brain, but also simplicity, in that there are no rules or even guidelines.
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Life is Strange #6
Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, varied icons (some designs), multiple interior formats and
colors/textures. [View other cover designs and interior formats by searching the Series Title or just the
Title, first part or whole.] Product quality is higher than shown in store-created imagery. There is
nothing like the feel of pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences, doodles, plans,
designs, etc. recorded in the moment. Carry and use this blank book for a journal, sketchbook,
scrapbook, field notes, designs, logs, etc. or any on-the-go needs! 150+ blank pages with only page
numbers. Also includes: blank field title page to fill in 6-page blank table of contents for later reference
entries fully page numbered main matter HIGH GLOSS FINISH for extra protection on the go See other
designs - and cover design-matched internal formats - available from "N.D. Author Services"
(NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple series of 600, 365 or 150 page Mega-Journals, Journals,
Notebooks, Sketchbooks, etc. with for interior formats like Lined, Blank / Sketch, Grid, Hex, Meeting,
Planner and others. Over 10,000 individual variations across pg. count + cover design + interior format
as of 2018.

The Book, the Key and the Crown
The adventures of Max, Chloe, and Rachel, from the hit game Life is Strange, continue into a new era!
Time-rewinding photographer Max has spent the last couple of years in a reality parallel to her own.
Lately, she realised she was running from her responsibilities and from the Chloe she left. Now there
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may be a way for her to get home. With the universe against her, it's time for the coast-to-coast road trip
of multiple lifetimes to find it - following the band The High Seas towards an uncertain destiny!

Life Is Strange
Monogram 3 Notebook
The Life and Strange Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe of York, Mariner, Volume 1 [eBook NC Digital Library]
Mysteriously gifted with the power to rewind time, Max Caulfield used her new abilities to reconnect
with her oldest friend, Chloe Price, and to bring to justice the murderers of Chloe’s closest confidante,
Rachel Amber. Max’s abilities came at a cost however: if Max altered the original timeline – in which
Chloe died of a gunshot wound – a hurricane would destroy their hometown, Arcadia Bay. In one
reality, our Max chose to save Chloe’s life, sacrificing Arcadia Bay. A year later, to save herself from a
flux of possibilities that was tearing her apart, Max jumped to a new timeline, reconciling the disparate
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shards of herself in the process. Max may now be whole, but she’s far from unscathed. In an ocean of
possibilities, where does she go from here?

The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner
Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, various icons (in some series) and multiple interior
formats (with most). Find variations by altering the Title and Series Title in a search. Product's actual
quality is always higher than shown in vendor-created imagery. There is nothing like the feel of
pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences and life events recorded in the moment. Use
this blank book for a diary, journal, field notes, memoirs, travel logs, etc. Yes, it is designed for any of
these needs and more. 365+ pgs. with 60% gray lines for writing guides. Also includes: blank field title
page to fill in 6-page blank table of contents for later reference entries blank headers to fill in by the
page See other designs available from "N.D. Author Services" (NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple
series of 600, 365 or 150 page Mega-Journals, Journals, Notebooks, Sketchbooks, etc. Many available in
Blank, Grid, Hex, Lined, Meeting, Planner, Sketch and other interior formats. Over 8000 individual
variations across pg. count / cover design / interior format as of 2017.

Life is Strange Volume 4: Tracks
Support the author more by purchasing direct from his CreateSpace Store: RISE OF THE DIBOR https:
//www.createspace.com/3618531 THE LION VRIE https: //www.createspace.com/3649857 ATHERA'S
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DAWN https: //www.createspace.com/3723285 This newly edited 2nd edition of the 2006 debut,
brought to you by Spearhead Books, includes a revised map, page layout, and first ever "From the
Author" section. Visit spearheadbooks.com and christopherhopper.com today! DESCRIPTION: Read
the story that turned children into warriors, and warriors into legends. The Dairne-Reih haven't been
seen in Dionia for generations-their kind and their king, Morgui, banished long ago from haunting
paradise. But when creation shows signs of deterioration, the kings of the seven realms converge in the
sacred Gvindollion gathering to arrive at one inexplicable conclusion: Morgui has returned. In the hopes
of entrusting Dionia's brave history and perilous future to a generation that has never known war, the
kings decide to raise up their young sons as an elite group of warriors, known only as the Dibor. Gorn,
legendary hero of the First Battle, is commissioned to teach the Dibor the art of war, leading them on a
four-year adventure on the Isle of Kirstell. It is Luik, son of Lair, who soon emerges as the warband's
spirited front man. But he is not the only one of his peers to grow in power; his dear friend Fane
discovers hidden abilities among the Mosfar under the mentorship of Li-Saide of Ot, while Princess
Anorra finds that her lifelong tutor knows as much about combat as he does about etiquette. There is
little time for the Dibor to enjoy the satisfaction of graduation, however, as a sinister plot is discovered
to dethrone Dionia's kings and flatten the capital city of Adriel. The Dibor are summoned to war, along
with the rest of Dionia's fighting men. It is before the gates of Adriel Palace that Luik and his army face
Morgui's prince, Valdenil, as well as the unending ranks of the Dairne-Reih.

Doctor Strange Vol. 1
AN INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE CHILDREN WILL NOT FORGET! Word Queen Book Two
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features three stories: digraphs (th, sh, ch-tch, wh, ph, gh), QU, and oo, ou, ow, ue, ui, ew. The Word
Queen is a mysteriously, irresistible character that ingrains the endless rules of decoding the English
language into the minds of children. This exciting reading program, created by a National Board
Certified teacher, instills the ability to read into kindergarten thru second grade students. Since only
about 10% of text can be decoded using the basic 26 letter sounds of the alphabet, this is a much needed
program in education today. It is easily implemented and designed to accommodate the time constraints
of teachers. The Word Queen engages children holistically through real life interactions and creates an
enthusiasm and eagerness to learn! Teachers say: "The kids are so excited, they don't even realize they
are learning!"

Lightblaser
The Breath of Life
Who do you call when things are coming out of your dreams and trying to kill you? Or when your
daughter is cursing in Latin and walking like a spider? Or when your dog keeps screaming at you to
strangle your neighbors? Doctor Strange, of course. He's the only person standing between us and the
forces of darkness, but has he been paying his tab? Every act of magic has a cost and Jason Aaron
(THOR, ORIGINAL SIN) and Chris Bachalo (UNCANNY X-MEN) are going to put Stephen Strange
through hell to even the scales. COLLECTING: DOCTOR STRANGE 1-5
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Life is Strange Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, varied icons (some designs), multiple interior formats and
colors/textures. [View other cover designs and interior formats by searching the Series Title or just the
Title, first part or whole.] Product quality is higher than shown in store-created imagery. There is
nothing like the feel of pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences, doodles, plans,
designs, etc. recorded in the moment. Carry and use this blank book for a journal, sketchbook,
scrapbook, field notes, designs, logs, etc. or any on-the-go needs! 150+ blank pages with only page
numbers. Also includes: blank field title page to fill in 6-page blank table of contents for later reference
entries fully page numbered main matter HIGH GLOSS FINISH for extra protection on the go See other
designs - and cover design-matched internal formats - available from "N.D. Author Services"
(NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple series of 600, 365 or 150 page Mega-Journals, Journals,
Notebooks, Sketchbooks, etc. with for interior formats like Lined, Blank / Sketch, Grid, Hex, Meeting,
Planner and others. Over 10,000 individual variations across pg. count + cover design + interior format
as of 2018.

Life Is Strange #1
White Horse, Black Raven is the first in the series of historical novels about the Alemanni, a Germanic
tribe who challenged the Roman empire beginning in the third century AD.
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The Life & Strange Surprizing Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of York, Mariner:
who Lived Eight and Twenty Years All Alone in an Un-inhabited Island on the
Coast of America, Near the Mouth of the Great River of Oroonoque; Having Been
East on Shore by Shipwreck, Wherein All the Men Perished But Himself
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still flighty and unpredictable, she knows that loving and
losing Teagan Gallagher has changed her life forever. As she navigates her new life in Boston as a full
time working mother, she promises herself she will never fall in love again. But can she keep that
promise after meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who has fallen for her? Follow Lizzie to Ireland
where she struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over again.

The King's Chain Book One White Horse, Black Raven
An atmospheric and characterful look at the world of the hugely successful video game Life is Strange,
through the eyes of Max and Chloe. Welcome to Blackwell Academy is an in-universe book from the
Life is Strange video game franchise from Dontnod Entertainment and Square Enix. This detailed book
takes the form of a student guide to Blackwell Academy and the town of Arcadia Bay. Overlaid onto the
pages is graffiti: notes, doodles, sketches and photographs from the Blackwell students themselves,
including contributions from the beloved protagonists Max and Chloe. Welcome to Blackwell Academy
includes information on the staff and facilities of Blackwell Academy, the people and locations of
Arcadia Bay, overlaid with funny, irreverent and poignant comments from the students.
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Life Is Strange - o Novo Caminho
Emily the Strange is not your ordinary thirteen-year-old girl — she’s got a razor-sharp wit as dark as her
jet-black hair, a posse of moody black cats and famous friends in very odd places! She’s got a
broodingly unique way of experiencing the world, and you’re invited along for the ride. Legions of fans
worldwide have joined forces to make Emily a pop-culture phenomenon.

Wild Geometrics Coloring Book for Everyone
Doctor Strange Vol. 1
The fourth volume of the comic series based on the hit video game Life is Strange, following the strange
and wonderful tales of time traveller Max Caulfield Collects issues #13 - #16

Life is Strange #2.1
Druenn thought his world had come to an end when his father was butchered by bandits and his sister
was captured and carried away, leaving him all alone. His mother had already walked off into the mist
and never returned. She had been someone special, as he would later find out. He remembered his dying
father's last wish to fulfill his mother's legacy: My mother died protecting the king and she has become a
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hero of legend. I shall keep her spirit and her legend alive. I am The Saviour Reborn. When he finally
learned the truth about the history of Divine Victory, Druenn was determined to keep his promise to his
father and avenge the killing of his mother.

The Diary of a Nobody
The destruction of mankind is imminent!A powerful evil looms on the horizon plotting their revenge.
They've grown tired of waiting in the shadows and are ready to unleash a new Armageddon.The only
thing standing in their way is 17 year old Esta Hope, and she doesn't even know it yet!The fallen gods of
ancient Greece want her, the devil wants her dead.Esta's world is about to be turned upside down, as the
battle between good and evil comes to a head. Can she embrace her true destiny before it's too
late?While her life disintegrates, who can she trust? And will the arrival of mysterious Luc and Sam in
town be her salvation, or will they send her straight to hell?If she can accept what she was born to
become and win the impending battle, is she simply opening the door for a much bigger, more violent
war?Celestria is a story about love, hope and trust. The power of faith, and how evil can destroy all of us
when our belief in goodness has left.

Rise of the Dibor
Who do you call when things are coming out of your dreams and trying to kill you? Or when your
daughter is cursing in Latin and walking like a spider? Or when your dog keeps screaming at you to
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strangle your neighbors? Doctor Strange, of course. He's the only person standing between us and the
forces of darkness, but has he been paying his tab? Every act of magic has a cost and Jason Aaron
(THOR, ORIGINAL SIN) and Chris Bachalo (UNCANNY X-MEN) are going to put Stephen Strange
through hell to even the scales. COLLECTING: DOCTOR STRANGE (2015) #1-5.

Emily the Strange Volume 1: Lost, Dark, and Bored
Daniel Nash struggles to reconcile his feelings of betrayal with his desire to understand his life. His
hopes of uncovering the secrets revealed in his father's journals are quickly dashed, and he works with a
private investigator to discover the truth. Worry about his wife, Sarah, combines with his efforts to cope
with his childhood trauma, an unexpected death, and the recent revelations. His obsession with the past
threatens to destroy his stable life. Meanwhile, Sarah and her father, Tristan, continue to combat the
lingering discord that developed between them years before but refuse to take their main focus from
Daniel. As he reviews his biological father's efforts to be a good man, Daniel searches for a way to
comprehend shocking disclosures. He questions his own goodness as he fights not to emotionally
withdraw from those around him, especially the two people he knows will always love him, Sarah and
Tristan.

1Q84
Moving to the small, quaint town of Landow, will Jade be able to leave her troubled past behind her?
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Orphaned at the age of five after her parents were brutally murdered in front of her, Jade struggles to
come to terms with her new life. Withdrawing herself from the world, Jade refuses human contact. A
fresh start in a place no one but her Aunt and Guardian, Sophie, knows her is the best thing she can think
of. That is until she meets Ben, who threatens to break down her barriers.What secrets is Jade hiding?
What will happen if Ben finds out? Who, and what, is Jade Cooper?

Life is Strange Volume 1
Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, varied icons (some designs), multiple interior formats and
colors/textures. [View other cover designs and interior formats by searching the Series Title or just the
Title, first part or whole.] Product quality is higher than shown in store-created imagery. There is
nothing like the feel of pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences, doodles, plans,
designs, etc. recorded in the moment. Carry and use this blank book for a journal, sketchbook,
scrapbook, field notes, designs, logs, etc. or any on-the-go needs! 150+ blank pages with only page
numbers. Also includes: blank field title page to fill in 6-page blank table of contents for later reference
entries fully page numbered main matter HIGH GLOSS FINISH for extra protection on the go See other
designs - and cover design-matched internal formats - available from "N.D. Author Services"
(NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple series of 600, 365 or 150 page Mega-Journals, Journals,
Notebooks, Sketchbooks, etc. with for interior formats like Lined, Blank / Sketch, Grid, Hex, Meeting,
Planner and others. Over 10,000 individual variations across pg. count + cover design + interior format
as of 2018.
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A Good Man's Life
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} Mysteriously gifted with the power to
rewind time, young photography student Max Caulfield became entangled in the dark secrets of Arcadia
Bay. She used her strange new abilities to reconnect with her oddest friend, Chloe Price, and to bring to
justice the men who had murdered Chloe’s closest confidante, Rachel Amber. Max’s temporal abilities
came at a cost, however, creating a once-in-a-generation hurricane that threatened the town with total
destruction, if Max didn’t allow the original timeline – in which Chloe died of a gunshot wound – to
play out. In one sequence of events, Max chose to save Chloe’s life, sacrificing Arcadia Bay. And in a
multiverse of infinite possibilities, this is one version of what happened next…

Life is strange
Um livro baseado no jogo 'Life Is Strange', que conta umas histria alternativa do jogo, somente
copiando as informaes e cenas consideradas essenciais. Uma histria contada por uma jovem de 18
anos, Max, que descobriu ter um poder de voltar no tempo, o que pode causar problemas ou melhoras,
tendo uma parceira chamada Chloe, sua amiga de infncia. Elas tm mistrios para desvendar e pessoas
para desmascarar.Desde quando Max usou seu poder pela primeira vez, coisas estranhas andaram
acontecendo, o que ter causado isso?
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